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Abstract
Corporate language policies and particularly the use of English as a corporate language have been studied in MNCs for almost two decades now. Despite these volumes of research, very little has been written about the implementation of new language policies. Few studies have examined resistance to or the process of implementing a corporate language, and even fewer have investigated the employee perspective empirically. The present study uses observational and focus group data to investigate reactions to a new corporate language policy in one Danish MNC. The study draws on sociolinguistic stancetaking theory and ethnographic methods and seeks to understand what contextual factors influence employees’ stances towards the introduction of English as a corporate language. English language competence, the local linguistic context and different temporal perspectives are found to be key factors. The paper aims to bring the fields of language in international business and linguistic anthropology together in a study of the barriers experienced in companies implementing a new language policy. The paper contributes to the field of language in international business by exploring when and why corporate language policies encounter resistance. As such the results will shed light on the implementation phase of language policy-making.
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Introduction
Corporate language policies and particularly the use of English as a corporate language have been studied in MNCs for almost two decades now. In the field of language in international business, English as a corporate language has been discussed as a barrier and a facilitator (Marschan-Piekkari et al. 1999b), as an instrument of power and status (Charles and Marschan-Piekkari 2002, Marschan-Piekkari et al. 1999a, Neeley 2013, Tange and Lauring 2009) and with a focus on language choice strategies (Steyaert et al. 2011). Sociolinguistic and anthropological linguistic studies have uncovered key factors in language choice (e.g. Kingsley 2013, Lüdi et al. 2010), investigated language ideologies in international business (Angouri and Miglbauer 2014, Lønsmann 2014a, Nekvapil and Sherman 2013, Millar et al. 2013) and shed light on language-based inclusion and exclusion (Lønsmann 2014b). While the ‘language in IB’ literature has established the existence of language barriers, more anthropologically inclined studies have shown the central role of language ideologies in relation to language choice and to inclusion and exclusion in the workplace. This paper aims to bring the two fields together in a study of the barriers experienced in companies implementing a new language policy.
Despite the volumes of research on language policy and English as a corporate language, very little has been written about the implementation of new language policies. Few studies have examined resistance to or the process of implementing a corporate language, and even fewer have investigated the employee perspective empirically. Vaara et al. (2005) investigate reactions to the introduction of Swedish and later English as corporate languages in a Finnish company. While their investigation of the power implications of introducing a new corporate language is illuminating, they focus exclusively on the management level. Logemann and Piekkari (2014) investigate language and translation as power sources in HQ-subsidiary relationships in a company undergoing strategic change. They find that translation to the local language can be used as a form of resistance to the shift of power from subsidiaries to headquarters initiated by the new strategy. Interestingly, as time went by, subsidiary managers were able to reclaim power by acquiring competence in the new English ‘company speak’. It is noteworthy that this process took about five years, suggesting that language policy implementation should be considered a long-term process. Finally, Bordia and Bordia (2014) present a theoretical framework for understanding the psychological and contextual factors affecting employees’ adoption of a corporate language. They distinguish between employees with and without multilingual competences and argue that employees with existing foreign language competences (in any language) will be more open to a corporate language.

In contrast to Bordia and Bordia, the present study uses empirical data to investigate reactions to a new corporate language policy, and in contrast with Vaara et al. and Logemann and Piekkari, focus is on the employee perspective. The central question for the study is: Which factors influence employees’ reception of a new language policy? We do not know much about what happens when a company decides to introduce a corporate language, why some employees embrace the change, while others resist it. The study draws on theory and methods from sociolinguistics and linguistic anthropology and seeks to understand what contextual factors influence employees’ stances towards the introduction of English as a corporate language. As such the paper aims to contribute to the field of language in international business by exploring when and why corporate language policies encounter resistance. The results will shed light on the implementation phase of language policy-making - an under-researched topic in the field of language and international business. In a time of increasing internationalisation and ensuing linguistic diversity in both larger and smaller organisations, we need new knowledge about the implications of trying to manage this. The aim of this paper is to contribute with knowledge that will increase our understanding of the relationship between language diversity and language policy, but also to contribute with knowledge which will aid the implementation of corporate language policies in organisations.

Theory: Stance

Theoretically, the study draws on sociolinguistic stancetaking theory as introduced by Jaffe (2009). Jaffe defines stancetaking as ‘taking up a position with respect to the form or the content of one’s utterance’ (2009: 1). By taking up stances, speakers positions themselves vis-á-vis their words, their interlocutors and the context. As such speaker stances can be seen as performances through which speakers align or disalign themselves with particular linguistic forms. In this study, focus is on stance as dialogic. This means that stances emerge in interaction as a co-construction between interlocutors (Jaffe 2009: 8-9), which makes it a suitable theoretical lens for focus group data. It also means that attention to uptake is important in an analysis, e.g. in the form of alignment, contestation, or ignoring the stance.
Stance has to be interpreted with attention to the degree to which the particular context shapes or constrains individual action or expression. In the context of the present study, the organisational context specifies certain roles and their interactional prerogatives. These conventions constitute a framework against which to interpret individual acts of positioning (2009: 12). In Jaffe’s theorizing on sociolinguistic stancetaking, stance is viewed as relational. By taking up a stance or position, a speaker brings into relevance a number of associated positions, e.g. by positioning oneself as an expert giving advice, the speaker positions the audience as novices or as needing advice. Such positioning may be collaborative or contested. Furthermore, individual stances are only meaningful in comparison with other possible stances (2009: 14), i.e. stances not taken. Since the main topic of the study is the reception of language policy, the analysis focuses on ‘metasociolinguistic stances’, i.e. instances in the interaction where speakers take up stances towards language hierarchies and ideologies or toward the assumed connections between language and identity (Jaffe 2009: 17). Such metasociolinguistic stancetaking can be done through e.g. overt commentary, hypercorrection or through patterns of code choice.

Stance is a useful theoretical perspective on focus group data compared to similar concepts such as attitudes or ideologies. Where an individual traditionally is seen as ‘having’ an attitude, analysing the data in terms of stances allows for a focus on the dialogic, dynamic and changing nature of positioning. One person can express different stances during a conversation as indeed often happens during a focus group, where informants are heard to change their arguments from one point in the interview to the next.

The setting

The case company is a Danish company where English is being introduced as the corporate language. Danes are generally considered very proficient in English and also consider themselves to be so. 86% of Danes claim to speak English well enough to have a conversation (followed by German with 47% and Swedish with 13%) (Special Eurobarometer 2012). 44% of those who can speak English rate their English competence as ‘very good’, with younger people more likely to rate their foreign language competences as ‘very good’ than older people. English has a strong presence in the everyday lives of the Danes, with 66% of Danes saying that they use their ‘first other language’, which is overwhelmingly likely to be English, daily or often (Special Eurobarometer 2012). Receptive use of English is even more frequent, as 90% of respondents in a large Danish survey claimed to see and hear English every day or every week (Preisler 1999: 33). The same survey also showed that mostly young people who are employed and/or have completed tertiary education speak English, while a large number of respondents with little or no education and most elderly Danes answer that they never speak English.

English is taught in Danish schools from grade 1 and has a strong presence in the educational system up to and including tertiary level, where 20% of all university programmes are taught in English (Hultgren 2013). In the corporate world, a recent survey finds that just over half of the members of the Confederation of Danish Industry have English as their corporate language (Rühne 2013). While ethnographic studies indicate that English as a corporate language does not mean that Danish is no longer used (see e.g. Lønsmann 2011), the numbers do indicate the strong presence of English in Danish companies at the level of language policy.
The case company CONSULT (pseudonym) is a Danish-based engineering and consulting company with 12,000 employees and operations in 57 countries. Since the coming of a new CEO in 2012, CONSULT has been on an internationalisation journey with increased international revenue and more outsourcing to India as key strategic priorities. This strategic focus on globalisation and on increased internal collaboration is reflected in the two slogans introduced by the new CEO: ‘Stronger together’ and ‘One company’. The Danish part of the organisation, here pseudonymised as CONSULT DK, has 3,000 employees distributed across the Copenhagen headquarters and 12 regional offices. CONSULT DK has mainly Danish customers and Danish employees.

At the end of 2012, one of the executive directors for CONSULT DK initiated a language strategy project with the aim of implementing English as a corporate language ‘for real’, as one informant put it. While English had been the corporate language in CONSULT for a number of years, no explicit language strategy or policy existed. In 2013 a group of HR and communication employees were tasked with the new language strategy project. They began their work by ‘taking the temperature in the Danish organisation’ (quote from interview with communication employee) with regard to the use of English. They did this by carrying out interviews with employees as well as a questionnaire survey. While the aim of management was to make a shift towards more English, specifically to have all top-down communication in English only, the project group found a lot of resistance among the employees and argued for ‘a soft transition’ where Danish and English would be used in parallel in 2014-2015. From January 2016 all top-down information will be in English only.

Data and methods

The study is an exploratory case study with data from one company. The primary data for the analysis are three focus group interviews with a total of 15 participants. The analysis also draws on a secondary data set consisting of participant observation in the organisation, three individual interviews with the employees responsible for making and implementing the language policy, and language policy documents. I entered the field in the spring of 2013 where two interviews were conducted with HR employees involved in the language strategy project. In the summer of 2013, I spent a month doing participant observation and interviews in a department in the Copenhagen headquarters (these interviews are not part of the present data set). In 2014 I conducted a follow-up interview with the communication employee responsible for the language strategy project and collected documents related to the introduction of the language strategy. The fieldwork in the company is on-going with the latest subproject focusing on communication between Danish and Indian employees involved in outsourcing.

I decided to use focus groups as one of my methods of data collection because I was interested in how meaning is constructed in interaction. Focus groups are good for generating data on the meanings of actions because they provide access to group norms and processes, as well as to group meanings (Litosseliti 2003). The three focus groups took place in spring 2015. The three participating departments were selected with the aim of ensuring maximum diversity across the groups. After the initial fieldwork in the organisation, the local linguistic context, specifically the opportunity/necessity to use the corporate language was found to be an important factor influencing employees’ reception of the language strategy. Another factor was found to be English language competence. Because the opportunity to use English was
assumed to vary according to geographical placement (in headquarters or outside), I selected one department from the Copenhagen headquarters and two regional offices, one placed centrally in Denmark and one close to the German border.

In each department my contact in the communication department put me in touch with a local contact who then recruited the other participants. Having greater control over the recruitment phase would have been a benefit to the study, but this was not possible since I was entering into three new departments, which I had no detailed knowledge of. When composing focus groups, it is important to ensure a balance between homogeneity and heterogeneity within and across the groups. By only including employees from one department or office in each focus group, I ensured a certain homogeneity in the groups, as well as familiarity among participants. The advantage of this is that participating in a discussion can be a lot easier for people when the group is relatively homogeneous, and they think they know how the other participants will react. By selecting informants who were already working together, participants were operating in a familiar social context, which is also an advantage when you are interested in the norms and beliefs expressed and created in that context. In order to ensure a lively discussion, it is necessary to balance the homogeneity with heterogeneity, however. If the group is too homogeneous there is a risk that the participants will agree too much, leading to a lack of discussion. The groups ended up being heterogeneous in terms of age (ranging from 28-61 years old), gender (5 female and ten male participants) and to a lesser extent job type (thirteen of the fifteen participants were engineers, with five working as project leaders and one as head of department. The two remaining participants worked in supporting functions, and did not have academic degrees). A greater degree of control over the selection process would have allowed me to ensure greater heterogeneity and presumably also for the expression of a bigger range of perspectives.

The data collection followed ethnographic research principles, which mandate a cyclical movement between research question, data collection, and data analysis (Spradley 1979), where the researcher adjusts the research question and interview questions after the initial data collection and data analysis. Accordingly, I had developed an interview guide ahead of the first focus group, which was adjusted and refined between focus groups allowing for greater level of detail in the later interviews. Each focus group lasted between 1,5 and two hours and had five participants. The number of participants was limited by the fact that the interviews took place during working hours, which meant that CONSULT DK was paying for the employees to take time out of their daily work to participate. The focus groups were video and audio recorded, the data was coded for instances of stancetaking, and relevant excerpts transcribed in CLAN\(^1\). The stance analysis went through three stages. First, sections where participants take a stance towards the new language policy, i.e. the use of more English in the company, were identified and categorised. The three main categories that emerged from this process were ‘Embracing English’, ‘English has to make sense’ and ‘Resisting English’. In the second stage of the analysis, I looked at the reasons given for each stance, i.e. how do participants justify resisting or embracing the language policy? In the third stage of the analysis, the stances were related to the contextual factors, e.g. local linguistic context and English competence. The results of the analysis are presented in the next section.

**Analysis**

\(^1\) See more at http://childes.psy.cmu.edu/clan/.
The first part of the analysis summarises the three stances towards increased use of English. The second part looks at the relationship between English competence, age and stance towards increased use of English. The third part focuses on the influence of the local linguistic context, while the fourth part of the analysis investigate the importance of different goals and perspectives among the employees.

Embrace it or resist it? Stances towards increased use of English

The analysis of the focus groups reveals that the expressed stances with respect to increased use of English at work can be categorised into three types, or more accurately, three points on a continuum ranging from positive to negative stances. At the most positive end of the scale, increased use of English is embraced and viewed as unproblematic.

Ex. 1 It doesn’t matter

1 INT: hvordan (0.9) har I det med at ledelsen kommunikerer
2 til jer udelukkende på engelsk
3 hvis det bliver det der sker fra næste år
4 KRI: ja for min s- for min skyld er det underordnet
5 jeg tænker ikke over om jeg læser dansk eller engelsk
6 SOF: ja det er det også for min

1 INT: how (0.9) do you feel about the fact that management
2 communicates to you exclusively in English
3 if that is what will happen from next year
4 KRI: well for my s- for my sake it doesn’t matter
5 I don’t notice whether I read Danish or English
6 SOF: yes it doesn’t matter for me either

Here the interviewer has introduced a quote from the language strategy, which focuses on the transition from Danish and Danish and English in parallel to the use of ‘English only’ in written communication. In line 4 Kristina takes an indifferent stance towards the shift by claiming that ‘it doesn’t matter’. She expands on this in line 5 by saying that she does not even notice the language. Sofie aligns with her stance in line 6. Their stances in lines 4-6 fall into the ‘Embracing English’ stance category.

At the other end of the continuum, stances towards increased use of English are more critical. When the same quote is introduced in another of the focus groups, the initial reaction is very different:

Ex. 2. I couldn’t disagree more

1 INT: hvad synes I om den udmelding
2 (1.2)

2 Transcription conventions:
Speaker ID: SOF
Overlapping speech: [ okay ]
[ who ] are not
Pause in seconds: (0.8)
Pause shorter than 0.5 sec. ( )
Prolonged sound: erm:
Smiley voice: ☺ no ☺
Irrelevant section left out: ...
The three participants who speak in this excerpt co-construct a negative stance towards the introduction of ‘English only’ from the top. In line 2 Peter states that he could not disagree more with the message from the language strategy, and he is immediately backed up by Ludvig, who begins his turn in overlap in line 5. Ludvig alludes to previous parts of the focus group where the participants have made it clear that they are not happy with the increased use of English in CONSULT DK. Pia’s laughter in line 10 seems to either frame Ludvig’s comment as a joke (which is likely since it is somewhat of an understatement, as their views have been quite clearly expressed already), or perhaps she is laughing because they have been asked again to express their opinion when it has already been made clear. Her turn in line 13 supports this interpretation when she says that they are not going to change their minds on this. Both Ludvig and Pia take stances for the whole group by their use of plural pronouns in lines 9 and 15, and they are not contradicted by the other group members who continue to look at the quote while this interaction takes place. While Peter directly expresses his disalignment with management, Ludvig and Pia resort to humour and indirectness to express theirs. The stances expressed here all belong to the category I call ‘Resisting English’.

These two more extreme stances are not the most frequent in the data. The most frequently expressed stance is closer to the middle of the continuum, and can be summarised as ‘English has to make sense’. Below is a third example where an informant reacts to the quote about ‘English only’:

3 PET: jamen det er jeg ret lodret (.) uenig i
4 (0.7) jeg jeg for [står ikke]
5 LUD: [det synes] jeg også det
6 hidtidige forløb har har indikeret
7 PET: ja
8 PIA: [fjaa
9 LUD: [detj] er måske ikke det vi synes er det
10 PIA: [fnej ha ha] ha ha
11 INT: [ha ha ha]
12 LUD: [mest optimale]
13 PET: [altåså jeg ved så det] nu hedder det
14 CONSULT DK ik så]
15 PIA: vi skifter ikke pludselig mening
16 [ha ha] ha ha
17 INT: [ grin]
Ex. 3 It does not always make sense

1 ERI: altså det er fint nok med engelsk
2 men jeg synes kun man skal bruge det hvor det giver
3 værdi ik det er sådan lidt (1.1) det der med at
4 så skal det hele være på engelsk og sådan noget det
5 det det det det er ikke altid det giver mening jo
6 INT: nej
7 ERI: og det det det tror jeg man glemmer

In line 1 Erik aligns with the language strategy and with management, but he immediately adds a caveat. English should only be used where it adds value (line 2), and English does not always make sense (line 5). Both stances represent a disalignment with the idea that ‘English only’ should be used consistently by management. These two arguments are used repeatedly in all three interviews, and this stance of ‘English has to make sense’ is taken by most of the informants at some point. Especially the point that English has to make sense (“give mening”) is taken up again and again with informants arguing for differentiation between different situations and groups of recipients. The majority of the informants express acceptance of the fact that English should be the corporate language at CONSULT DK, but emphasise heavily that it should only be used where it is relevant. As such this stance category reflects positions both embracing and resisting ‘English only’. The next three sections investigate how different stances relate to different contextual factors.

English competence and stance

In addition to the interview data, I also collected brief questionnaires where informants rated their own foreign language competences on a three-point scale (‘basic’, ‘good’, ‘very good’). While all 15 informants claim some competence in English, eight informants only have ‘basic’ English skills. Eight informants report German competence (including the five informants who work near the border), one French, one Spanish, one Kiswahili and one (the only non-native speaker of Danish) listed ‘very good’ competence in Danish as a foreign language. Table 1 summarises informants’ self-assessed foreign language skills:

Table 1. Informants’ foreign language skills.

---

3 The three-point scale is the same as the one used in Eurobarometer surveys (Special Eurobarometer 2012).
English competence is linked with stancetaking in two different ways. First of all, when the informants take stances of resisting English, they very frequently argue that English is problematic due to competence issues, either for them personally, but also frequently for other employees. In all three focus groups the informants bring up a recent test distributed to all employees in English only as an example of why English is problematic. They had to take the test to see if they were familiar with the company code of conduct, but the language caused problems. Ex. 4 follows immediately after Ex. 1 above where Kristina and Sofie assert that they have no problems with English. Martin follows their assertions with this anecdote:

Ex. 4. It was such a hassle you know.

1 MAR: der var sådan en code of conduct (.) test
2 SOF: ha ha ha ha
3 MAR: og den altså niveauet af engelsk på den va:r
4 var ekstremt højt altså
5 KRI: det var det
6 SOF: ja

... 7 MAR: men det gjorde at øh selvom om jeg synes
8 at jeg har sådan okay gode engelskegenskaber
9 så måtte jeg jo slå op flere gange for at følge med
10 og og nogle gange så misforstod jeg det alligevel og der ja
11 SOF: det er jo også
12 LIL: jeg sprang over
13 SOF: ha ha ha
14 MAR: præcis der er nogen der slet ikke der gad
15 der simpelthen bare ikke gad og tage den og der
16 INT: mm
17 MAR: og der er nogen der var flere timer om det og de:t ha ha
18 INT: det var ikke meningen
19 MAR: nej det var meningen det skulle tage tyve minutter ik
20 jeg jeg gjor- jeg gjorde det på tyve minutter og det v-
21 jeg syntes det var totalt besværligt altså

1 MAR: we had this code of conduct (.) test
2 SOF: ha ha ha ha
3 MAR: and that I mean the level of English in that was
4 was extremely high I mean
5 KRI: it was
6 SOF: yes
In line 1 Martin brings up the topic of the code of conduct test and explains that the level of English was so high that even with his ‘kind of okay’ English skills, he had to look things up. Lily chimes in in line 12 that she simply skipped the test, and Martin immediately picks up on this and says that others skipped it too. While Lily does not attribute her skipping the test explicitly to a lack of English competence, this seems to be how Martin understands it when he continues to explain that for others, the test took much longer than it was supposed to, again with implicit reference to the language factor. He finally concludes that even though he managed to take the test in 20 minutes, ‘it was such a hassle’. In this and other examples, the informants argue that information in ‘English only’ in the organisation is problematic because reading material in English is more time-consuming, and because people are more likely to not read information in English. As such, they say, more English will lead to decreased knowledge sharing and a loss of information across the organisation. Another issue commonly raised is that an increase in the use of English will take employees away from their key tasks because of the extra time spent reading material in English.

The code of conduct discussion also provides us with interesting examples of how the same individuals may take different stances in the course of an interaction. In Ex. 1 we saw how Kristina and Sofie both took a stance of embracing English based on their own good English competences. Just two minutes later, after the discussion in Ex. 5, Sofie adds that she found out that she had misunderstood one of the questions and had to look up a word. When Kristina says that she thinks the test should have been available in both Danish and English, Sofie agrees: ‘at least if the they set such a high English level’. While Kristina seems to have changed her stance because the perspective has changed from her personal experience and competence to considering the competence of her co-workers, Sofie’s new stance seems more closely linked with remembering a specific situation where English did cause problems even though she still feels that her ‘English skills are fine’. We can see here how the stance an individual takes depends on the immediate interactional context rather than on any ingrained beliefs.

Despite this performative nature of stancetaking, we do see certain stances occurring more frequently in the dialogue of certain types of informants. Informants who rate their own English competence as ‘very good’ are more likely to take a stance of embracing English unconditionally than informants who rate their competence as ‘basic’. The more competent English users talk about the introduction of ‘English only’ as ‘natural’, ‘fine’, ‘okay’, ‘not a problem’ and about language choice as ‘not important’. Often they explicitly bring their own
English competences into the equation, e.g. when Kristina cites her experience with presenting in English at international conferences as the reason that language choice is not important for her. At the other end of the continuum, informants who rate their English as ‘basic’ talk about increased use of English as ‘difficult’, ‘utter nonsense’ and ‘arrogant’. Informants with basic English competences also link their resistance to English with their own lack of English competences, e.g. when an informant describes himself as ‘speaking English on crutches’.

English competence and stance are closely linked with age. Table 2 summarises informants’ English competences according to age group:

Table 2. Age group and self-assessed English competences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age group</th>
<th>Very good</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Basic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25-39</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-54</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55+</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Table shows that self-rated English competence correlates with age so that younger participants rate their own English higher than older participants. The four participants who rate their own English as ‘very good’ are all under 40, while the eight participants who rate their English as ‘basic’ are all over 40. While the self-assessment is not necessarily accurate, Neeley (2013) has shown that participants’ self-assessed English competence influences their strategies in relation to language barriers more than their objectively assessed competence, and as such is an important measure for predicting behaviour.

The informants are also aware of this division according to age. Both older and younger participants argue that age is an important factor in relation to English competence and readiness to embrace English. A frequent argument is that age interacts with educational background so that English is more accessible to the younger engineers (under 30) who have as a minimum the master level of their education in English, and much less accessible to the older generation who have had their entire education in Danish. The younger participants have thus been socialized into an English-speaking context before they came into the job market, while the older participants have to adjust to the shift. The close relationship between age, education and language competence means that younger employees without academic degrees may also have problems with English since they are not used to an English-speaking context. This is supported by anecdotal evidence in the focus group data.
The local linguistic context

The local linguistic context is another factor influencing employees’ stances towards the introduction of ‘English only’. While I planned focus groups in three geographically dispersed departments to investigate the differences between them, the three departments proved to have very similar linguistic contexts. In all three departments all employees are Danish-speaking. The majority is native Danes, but the few immigrants all speak Danish at work. As engineers, most of my informants work on construction projects where they come into contact with customers and collaborators on a weekly, if not daily basis. By far the larger part of these projects is with Danish customers in Denmark. In addition to the customers, the engineers also have to communicate with building caretakers, construction workers and foremen, and this takes place in Danish. If some of them cannot speak Danish, they are equally unlikely to speak English, as in the case of the Polish construction workers the informants mention. English is used primarily to read information from top management, while most of my informants speak English only rarely. Some informants occasionally work with non-Danish-speaking colleagues in other departments in Denmark, and two informants have had some experience working on international projects, but these are few and far between. So while English is used actively by some informants, it is only a minority, and only infrequently.

This primarily Danish-speaking local context plays an important role in informants’ argumentation around the use of more English. In one example, the practice of sending out emails in English or both English and Danish is criticized by two informants who argue that the use of English should be differentiated, e.g. by sending out two emails, one in Danish for Danish employees and one in English for the rest. ‘English only’ communication from CONSULT DK management is a central point in the language strategy, but it also includes a section about training, which has the line “The more you practice, the better you get” emphasised in italics. When I present this to the informants in a focusing exercise, several of them react in a similar way. While conceding that practicing is indeed the best way to improve your English competence, they argue that they do not have the need or the opportunity to do so.

Ex. 5 You don’t need it in your daily work

1 PET: det er da fint nok at vi kan sidde engang imellem og så sidde
2 og snakke lidt engelsk men når ikke du har
3 brug for det i det daglige
4 LUD: [mm]
5 PET: (0.9) jamen øhm hvorfor så bruge energi på det
6 andet end altså at sige det det er jo bare meget sjovt ik altså
7 det er da også sjovt at man når vi nu rejser og så videre
8 så bruger man jo tit engelsk
9 og der er jo ikke nogen problemer for der har du jo behovet
10 INT: ja
11 PET: for at kunne kommunikere med den (0.8) øh slagter du går ind hos
12 eller (.) hvordan og hvorledes [det nu er ik]
13 FIN: {[chuckles]}
14 INT: mm
15 PET: men øh i mit daglige arbejde der er det øh tror at sidst
16 jeg snakkede eller skrev og snakkede noget engelsk
17 det det er over et år siden

1 PET: it’s fine that we can once in a while
2 speak a little English here but when you don’t
When Peter in line 1 says that ‘it’s fine that we can once in a while speak a little English’, he points around the table to indicate his colleagues or perhaps the situational context of them sitting around the table together. He seems to imply that they could potentially practice English in a similar situation. His comment immediately after seems to contradict the ‘fine’, however, as he argues that since they do not need English for their work, they should not waste their energy practicing it. He contrasts this with travelling on holiday where speaking English is not a problem because ‘there you have the need’. It is not that Peter objects to using English in general, but he objects to having to practice when there is no need to use it. Similarly in one of the other focus groups, an informant argues that unless you work on an international project, ‘the situation isn’t there’ and the use of English is ‘artificial’. In these and other examples the informants point to their Danish customers, Danish colleagues and the geographical location in regional offices as reasons against the use of more English. They are in favour of English if it makes sense, but it does not make sense in the context of a regional office with Danish employees and customers.

**Immediate vs. strategic perspective**

One further factor influencing stances towards English is the temporal perspective taken by employees. While all informants agree that there is no immediate need for English in their departments at present, some informants take a more positive stance towards English when they consider a long-term strategic perspective. Again, the argument ‘English has to make sense’ is central. Even if English is not needed here and now, it would make sense to introduce it into the organisation in order to fulfil strategic goals, as Erik argues in Ex. 6:

Ex. 6. It is fine when you have that ambition.

1 ERI: jeg synes det er jo fint når man har den ambition om at være en
2 (0.7) international virksomhed s:å må man også tage de skridt jo
3 INT: mm
4 SOF: ja
5 ERI: òh også og øh og der synes jeg som medarbejder så er det jo fint
6 at øh (0.7) at det rykker på det punkt
7 INT: ja
8 ERI: òhm (0.7) det viser jo at virksomheden har (.)
9 øh altså forfølger de mål (0.8) den har

1 ERI: I think it is fine when you have that ambition about being an
2 (0.7) international company then you have to take those steps
3 INT: mm
4 SOF: yes
Erik here considers the new language strategy in relation to the company’s internationalisation strategy, and from this perspective, he has no problems embracing it (despite his reservations in Ex. 3). One question that comes to mind is why CONSULT DK is introducing English as a corporate language when there is no immediate need (according to these informants). The answer has to be found exactly in the long-term strategic perspective taken by Erik: CONSULT wants to be an international company, and English is the way to get there (for an elaboration on this see Lønsmann and Mortensen (2015)). One concrete reason for the strategic need for English is given by the informant who says that English makes outsourcing to India possible, and ‘that is the whole idea’. Both he and Erik align with the stance expressed by management in the language strategy, i.e. that English is an important part of the internationalisation process. By taking the long-term strategic perspective, it is possible for some employees to take a positive stance towards English because in this perspective English does make sense.

For employees who focus on the short-term perspective, or who do not see themselves as a part of the internationalisation journey, English is harder to accept. Ludvig makes the case here in Ex. 7:

Ex. 7. I would consider getting a hotdog stand.

1 LUD: for den medarbejder der sidder herude på et regionskontor
2 eller et eller andet og som har en eller anden ide i sin mave om
3 at man gerne vil være en del af (0.7)
4 af nogle større internationale projekter fremadrettet
5 TOM: yes
6 LUD: så er der selvfølgelig en ide i at få begynde at lære noget
7 INT: [mm]
8 LUD: (0.7) men hvis du egentlig talt har det meget godt og
9 tror på at CONSULT stadigvæk (1.1) trods alt vil lave
10 opgaver i Danmark ...
11 så så er der jo ingen grund til at bruge (0.5)
12 altså for mig øk som er kommet (1) op i den alder hvor
13 INT: [nej]
14 LUD: det tager noget længere tid inden tingene de sidder fast
15 det vil (.) daen dulme være op ad bakke og jeg vil da
16 kraftigt overveje om jeg skulle købe mig en pølsegogn eller
17 finde et andet bed at arbejde
18 TOM: [mm]

1 LUD: for the employee who is working in a regional office
2 or something and who has this idea in his belly about
3 being a part of (0.7)
4 big international projects in the future
5 TOM: yes
6 LUD: then of course where is a point [in] starting to learn some [English]
7 INT: [mm]
8 LUD: (0.7) but if you actually are quite satisfied and
9 believe that CONSULT still (1.1) despite everything will do
10 projects in Denmark ...
11 then then there is no reason to uh use (0.5)
12 I mean for me uh who has reached an age where
In contrast with Erik above who focuses on the organisational strategy, Ludvig focuses on the individual level. He also considers the long-term perspective, however. Ludvig agrees that learning (more) English would make sense for those employees interested in working on international projects in the future (and Tom emphatically agrees in line 5, using the English ‘yes’ in a rare code-switch). Ludvig does not, however, have any international ambitions himself. Instead he positions himself in the group of employees who ‘are quite satisfied and believe that CONSULT still despite everything will do projects in Denmark’ (lines 8-9). As such he sees no reason to start working on his English and says he will resist it to the point of finding another job. Ludvig also makes age a relevant factor in relation to the long-term perspective, as do other older informants. While younger informants tend to be more open towards making changes in order to fit into CONSULT in the future, e.g. by improving their English, older informants are typically more hesitant to embrace the change. The younger employees seem to accept that they will have to adapt in a number of ways to keep up with developments, including linguistic developments. Employees nearing retirement have the option of leaving the workforce altogether if demands increase beyond what is tolerable. Ambition also plays a role here. Employees who want to move on to bigger projects and more responsibility will focus on the individual strategic relevance of English and embrace it for that reason, while employees who either have already reached a management position or who have no ambitions to move up in the organisation focus on the immediate situation where they find no reason to embrace English. Again this comes back to the point that English has to make sense, if not now then at least in the long term. Hence, the short-term vs. long-term, or immediate vs. strategic, perspective becomes another factor influencing how employees react to the new language strategy.

Discussion and conclusion

A recent study from the international business literature examines employees’ reception of corporate language changes. With a focus on linguistic identity, Bordia and Bordia (2014) present a theoretical framework for understanding the psychological and contextual factors affecting employees’ adoption of a corporate language. Central in Bordia and Bordia is the distinction between individuals who have existing foreign language competences and hence what they term a multilingual identity, and individuals without such competences and hence a monolingual identity. It is argued that employees with existing foreign language competences will be more open to a corporate language (2014: 5), even if that corporate language does not match their existing language competences. In the present data all employees have existing foreign language competence in the corporate language, and the majority also in one or two other languages. Still, the results show that the employees take a range of stances from resisting to embracing English. This indicates that the binary categorisation of individuals into multilingual and monolingual identities used by Bordia and Bordia masks the complexity and range of different stances taken by employees. Even in a sociolinguistic environment like the Danish society where individuals are routinely exposed to foreign languages, some individuals will be more open to the adoption of a foreign language as the corporate language than others. Bordia and Bordia’s proposition that competence in any foreign language will
make employees more open to the corporate language lacks empirical evidence as of yet, and seems generally unlikely. Instead, it seems likely that strong language competence in Spanish or German, for example, would make employees less likely to embrace English as a corporate language, not more so, as that would decrease their own linguistic capital (Bourdieu 1991).

The present study shows the advantage of using sociolinguistic stancetaking theory to investigate employees’ reception of organisational changes, including changes in language policy. The analysis reveals stancetaking to be a dynamic and dialogic process where individuals may take different stances to the same object during an interaction. Stances change for instance when short-term vs. long-term perspectives are considered, or when personal language competences are held up against those of one’s co-workers.

While previous studies have shown how new language policies lead to new power dynamics in an organisation (Logemann and Piekkari 2014, Vaara et al. 2005), this study focuses on how employees react to the introduction of a new policy of ‘English only’ from the top. The study finds that employees take three different types of stances: embracing English, resisting English or a middle position where English is embraced as long as it makes sense, i.e. is relevant in the local linguistic context. The analysis of ‘who takes which stances when’ reveals that although the same individual may take different stances during an interaction, English competence, age and education interact, so that younger informants who were educated in English and rate their own English competence as ‘very good’ are most ready to embrace English. While this is not surprising, it does suggest that age alone is perhaps not the best indicator of neither language competence nor readiness to embrace English. Instead educational background and exposure to an English-speaking study environment should be taken into account as well. This finding will have implications especially for blue-collar workplaces where also younger employees may resist English because they do not have the necessary competences.

The local linguistic context proved to be a very influential factor in employees’ reception of the new language strategy. Following the argument that ‘English has to make sense’, employees working in a Danish linguistic environment with Danish co-workers and Danish customers frequently took a stance of resisting English. Those employees who were able to take a long-term strategic perspective found it easier to accept the introduction of more English since they could make English make sense by considering a future need, either in the organisation in general or in their own career path.

To sum up, in answer to the research question we can see that English competence, age, educational background, the local linguistic context, and employee perspective on long-term strategy vs. short-term daily interactions are key factors influencing employees’ reception of the new language strategy. These results suggest that new language policies are likely to be resisted when they are introduced more to support a long-term strategic goal than because of an immediate need in the daily life of employees. For employees to embrace a new policy, it has to make sense, i.e. they have to see the immediate relevance of the changes they are being asked to make. While some employees are able to take a long-term strategic perspective, and thus can see that the policy makes sense from that perspective, others focus much more narrowly on their own work and their own customers and will have a difficult time embracing the change.
For companies introducing new language policies, these results mean that management needs to take into consideration the variety of local linguistic contexts employees navigate in. What makes sense in one part of the organisation does not necessarily make sense in another part. For such policies to be implemented successfully, management will have to differentiate between these different contexts, either in the communication about the new policy or – ideally – in the degree to which and pace with which the new policy is implemented. Furthermore, management needs to consider the relationship between the strategic goal of the policy and the practical implementation of the policy. In the case of CONSULT, the strategic goal is to increase international collaboration internally in the company, particularly in the form of outsourcing. While increased use of English is necessary to facilitate these processes, the question is whether a policy (and practice) of top management communicating to Danish employees in ‘English only’ is the best way to get there. Increased focus on the use of English in those contexts where it is necessary, e.g. when employees have to communicate across borders, seems a more fruitful avenue to pursue. Finally, management needs to be aware that their goals do not necessarily align with employee goals. While management operates with a long-term strategic perspective (in which the new policy clearly makes sense), many employees focus primarily on the day-to-day goals of completing their tasks and finishing their projects within the set deadlines. From this perspective, the introduction of organisational changes is more likely to throw a wrench in the works than to aid employees in reaching their goals. As a consequence, employees are likely to resist the change.
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